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once you've selected which outfit you wish to have built, the system will ask if you're sure you want to do this.
this should be obvious, but just to be safe, select yes. the system will now ask if you wish to use the default body,
the bodyslide preset you made, or a third party body for the outfit. you can choose any of the nif files you've
made (in a separate.esp folder) that you've set to override the default femalebody_0.nif, or you can use the
default femalebody_0.nif that's in the game. if you use the default nif, you'll still be asked if you want to use the
morphs, which will allow you to instantly make a completely new body. the morphs option is not necessary to use
bodyslide, but if you want to morph into something different than the default body, it's recommended to use it. it
does get a bit messy if you don't use the morphs option. if you don't use any of the presets and you don't use
morphs, you'll be left with an extra femalebody_0.nif. this is the default femalebody_0.nif that your character will
have in the game, which is a bit of a pain if you want to use your own bodyslide preset and body morphs. when
you're ready, click build and wait while bodyslide updates the.nif files in the game. your chosen outfit/body is
now installed to the game. if you get any errors or if you see anything weird, try restarting the game and
refreshing your cache. while you're building out your outfit/body. bodyslide will ask you to select your body
morphs. it will also ask if you want to replace the default femalebody_0.nif in the game. if you do not want to
replace the default femalebody_0.nif and you do not want to use the default body, don't tick the replace with
morphs box. there is a small chance that this will cause errors if you don't use the morphs option and you want to
keep the default femalebody_0.nif, but i've never had this happen and i've used it for the past 3 years.
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the preset is designed to add 5 body shape morphs to your character. you can use these presets to give your
characters different variations of their appearance and fit them to different locations in the world. this is how you
want your character to look. the preset is designed to work with the following character specific presets. with the

character specific presets you can add different looks to characters that can be seen in the game. body type -
your character's body type. for the female character, you can choose from heavy, light, or medium body types.

this is how your character's body shape will change from the preset you choose. now that you know how to
create these presets and use them, you can create a new preset, name it and select the preset you want to use,

and set the weight. then you can add the preset to your character. the preset will automatically create body
morphs based on the shape of the preset. once you have the preset loaded, you can test it out by creating a new
character and changing the weight of the preset. picking the right body for your role first and foremost there are

only a few preset bodies for you to choose from. there is a huge amount of variety in body types and types of
body shapes. you'll have to use your creativity in designing your own body style. keep in mind that your in-game

appearance and body proportions will have a very large impact on your ability to do things. also keep in mind
that you can't change your body proportions to look exactly like someone else's body. a lot of people get this

confused because they try to fit their body to someone else's body and when they fail they blame the mod that
created the body. this is entirely normal. 5ec8ef588b
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